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This eight step process is one that, if properly
pursued, can equalize or eliminate most differences
encountered in human interaction but, unfortunately
in our time, not religious ones, as we find ourselves
increasingly drawn into contact and conflict with
militant Islam. But Islam is not the only faith that
cannot subscribe to this Cause and Effect (C/E) process.
Hindus, Christians, Buddhists and others are eventually
disqualified by the common requirements of their faiths
to establish their exclusive spiritual truth and identity.
That is what religions do and what distinguishes them
from lesser forms of belief and action.
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RESOLUTION

Our primary concern has been, and will continue
to be, with government, and how our engagement with our
nation’s most pressing issues — population, immigration,
climate change, species loss, environmental degradation
and resource depletion — can be conducted in a manner
that will produce a more coherent and effective, rather
than dysfunctional, form of government.
It is doubtful that America has at any time in its
brief history experienced as many contradictions of its
origins and intentions as it does now. Our democratic
model is better designed than others to deal with
contradictions, defections, competing arguments and the

IN THIS ISSUE, our 50th, we continue our concern with cultural contradictions and the ways
in which they impact our society. We also reprise the seemingly permanent contradictions that mark
our efforts to resolve major issues that as Americans, and especially as a superpower, we must face
and resolve
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE We will identify the ultimate cultural conflicts facing our country
and other lesser ones which contribute to our cultural incoherence.
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multiple dangers that attach to freedom
of expression and plural values. But that
model has to be fueled by both a common
vision and our individual efforts — not a
machine set to provide a steady stream of
benefits to Congress, the DC bureaucracy
and anyone whose interests are served
by them or by Washington’s numerous
lobbyists.
It has long been acknowledged that,
while government is our capital’s largest
economic element, in recent years political
lobbyists have grown in number, wealth
and power and may now occupy second
place. Because of the nature of their work
in preparing and passing legislation they
tend to ply their trade out of the daily
glare of publicity. They are now considered
an essential presence in DC by those who
“need an edge” in our commercial, media,
political and defense sectors. Preferably
and mostly unnoticed, they can be likened
to the function of small tug boats that
deftly guide much larger ships into very
tight berths. While sometimes, but not
always, they are jokingly referred to as our
“fourth branch of government”, their rise
in power and importance is undeniable and
suggests that they are outranked only by
the vast government machine, itself. This
has to be seen for what it is — an important
change in our conduct of government which,
for better or worse, contradicts our prior
methods.
Money in our politics is not new.
It appeared in significant quantities in
the second half of the 19th century as
western states emerged from territories
and as we designated industrialization as
the economic system to provide for our
future. In those early and wealthy times
of industrial capitalism, it was not unusual
for the rich to have representatives or
senators on their payrolls, but the scale
of this abuse of democracy was small,
individual, retail. Not so today; when
lobbyist payments to those “under the
dome” are widespread and generous,
when the lobbyist presence is a constant
in congressional offices and when, upon
retirement, legislators can seamlessly
shift to a cushy job in the industry they had
represented or regulated in Congress.
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This degree of collusion is not
small, individual and retail; it is large,
broad and wholesale. It is a form of
corruption that erodes the independence of
our three historic branches; it violates our
stated values and is just as much a threat to
our democracy as the blatant third world
techniques that we criticize. We will not
be able to repair our democracy and claim
the future that we envision for ourselves
unless we can return the attitudes and
actions of our legislative and executive
branches to ways consistent with their
Constitutional origins.

__________
For many, if or when they think of
culture, it is usually in the past tense. But
this is wrong, as culture is a continuous
process which at any given moment is laced
with contradictions. In the rush, variety
and commerce of our daily lives these are
mostly ignored even though they call out
for our attention.
One that warrants mention because
of the confusion it generated comes from
a comment by Dr. Ben Carson last fall in
the course of the Republican nominating
process.
Dr. Carson stated that he thinks a
Muslim should not be president of the U.S.
and has been the target of severe criticism
from pro-Muslim groups and members
of the mainstream media (msm) based on
the premise that Carson’s opinion denies
our constitutionally granted freedom of
religion.
American citizens have the right and
responsibility to determine their country’s
future path on a wide range of issues in the
voting booth. Dr. Carson’s comments seem
more based on the issue of allegiance than
personal religious faith because within the
framework of Islam’s values there are some
that clearly contradict our Constitution.
All of Islam is revealed in the
Quran which commands beliefs and behavior
that are incompatible with ours. One must
read the Quran to understand what it
demands of Muslims. It is quite specific in
its language and tone. Many pro-Muslim
readers dismiss its extreme requirements

with comments such as, “Well that was a long time ago”
or “We shouldn’t take that literally”, but Muslims start
reading and memorizing the Quran in their first school
year, if not before. It means what it says and what it says
is stored in the deepest and earliest areas of Muslims’
memory.
As this issue has now “gone public”, we can expect
it will receive further attention during our nominating
process. Dr. Carson’s comment seems to reasonably
point out that the oaths of allegiance required by the
Quran and an elected president are incompatible.
The media and the candidates for nomination
of both parties have framed Dr. Carson’s comment as
a religious issue which seems to be a false premise to
us. The matter of religious belief or faith is a personal
one, and it is that exercise of personal freedom that is
guaranteed by our Constitution in relation to religious
practice and election to office. It does not extend one
person’s freedom in ways or choice to others.
Islam is unique among world religions in that
it comes with its own legal system, Sharia, which is
subject to varying interpretations. While we claim to be
“a nation of laws”, Sharia is not one of them, although
efforts are already underway to extend its application
and authority to our civil courts.
At its heart, and central to Dr. Carson’s
statement, is Sharia’s adherence to multiple behaviors
that are prohibited by our social and/or legal codes —
female circumcision, arranged marriage, high fertifility
and a wide range of educational and social regulation
that fails to meet our gender equality or human rights
goals.

immigrant groups, is strongly opposed by Islamic history
and many interpretations of the Quran. The prospect
of an Islamic president faced with the difficulty of
choosing between our immigration law and Sharia is also
suggested by Dr. Carson’s comment.
It is quite likely that Islam’s unique requirements
will be revisited in later debates. If so, we hope the
argument will be properly framed so that it includes
practical aspects of government, not just politically
correct (pc) ideology. Back when JFK first ran for
office there was considerable resistance to the idea of
a Roman Catholic being president because of a possible
conflict of allegiance with Rome which he ruled out.
Islam and the RCC are separated in many ways and our
time has grown more dangerous in fifty years. Some
form of accommodation may appear, but it would take a
most intrepid Muslim candidate to even try to bridge the
gap between the US and Islam at our presidential level.
It may not be possible, as in the oval office “trial and
error” is not a publicly acknowledged option.
After all the politics, “gotcha” rhetoric and media
manipulation are removed this matter can be seen as
what it is — a cultural clash with the potential to put
our security, political and legal protections at risk.
*

This seems to us to be a legitimate,
but not a religious, concern.
It is not enough to downplay these differences
and call for Dr. Carson’s political scalp. We live in a
time when we have seen “executive orders” used to
both create and to contradict existing law, and we can
only imagine how their use throughout the agencies,
departments and bureaus of our executive branch to
favor Muslim interests might deliver a death sentence to
the efforts that will be needed to restore our admittedly
“broken” government to functionality. This seems to us
to be a legitimate, but not a religious, concern.
There is another legal dimension that is raised
by Dr. Carson. For over a century we have constructed
a body of immigration law that has served the country
well; and its most consistent success has been the ability
to assimilate the immigrant populations that we have
chosen to admit.
Assimilation, while a goal embraced by most
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Throughout our culture we are advised by experts of all
kinds — psychologists, coaches, financial consultants,
behavioral advisors and the many gurus that populate TV
— to “live in the moment”. Our focus on this slender span
that we call “the present” leads us into the narrowest
of places and the briefest of times, as evidenced by our
increasing identification by “selfies”.
But the way and weight of the moment is, more
often than not, overshadowed by the journey that
precedes it. This is certainly true of America’s journey
as we now struggle to maintain, let alone advance, our
national identity.
We are now just short of four hundred years since
the Pilgrims landed in Plymouth, MA and founded the first
permanent colony in the US. They were Puritans, dressed
in severe black and white, fleeing first the corruption
and excesses of the Roman Church and then the mayhem
of the Protestant/Catholic conflict in England that
followed. They stood for strict rules and straight ways
which they applied to their local government here. They
are considered a quaint anachronism now, but in 17th
century America the imprint of their customs, language,
laws, education, literature, religion and politics set the
tone for our early culture, traces of which can still be
seen today.
By 1970, three and a half centuries after

Plymouth Rock, the American experience in the New World
had taken us from a small, endangered colony to being
the world’s sole superpower — an incredible journey
by any view of history or culture. Today, less than half
a century later, we can recall only with difficulty who
we were then, let alone maintain the values, identity
or history of that postwar time when the world had to
rearrange itself.
How can we explain or understand this? It is not
unusual for politics or technology to undergo such rapid
change, but culture mostly follows at a slower pace.
There is no easy, one-size-fits-all answer. Money, power
and technology in seemingly unlimited, and previously
unavailable, amounts altered our foreign relations,
national politics and character.
In the traditional cultural realms of music,
literature, drama and the visual arts, confusing new
forms and ways increased our exposure to change. Some
of them were actual attempts to create a better vision
and order for our all-powerful 20th century society;
others of a lesser view proposed newness for its own
sake. Never was it more true that “The falcon cannot
hear the falconer/Things fall apart; the centre cannot
hold;/Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.”1
The sudden acceleration of technology, wealth
and power of our postwar world could not help but have
an echo effect in our culture the most notable of which
was the rise in number and reach of electronic media and
the ways in which they recast our experience of people,
events and knowledge, and of the thought and behavior
that derives from them.

dressed in spotless white formal clothing. Both “Sam”
and “the Colonel” have white hair suggesting that latein-life community of seniority and wisdom towards which
we make our hopeful, but often faltering, way.
These images have become so popular and useful
that they enjoy what seems like cultural permanence
which they share with other icons such as the farmer,
the off-shore fisherman, the industrial worker, the
housewife. Permanence, of course, is time-relative and
although it is likely that these self-portraits will endure
unless dislodged and replaced by an aggressor culture,
either political or religious, they are now under attack
from internal sources and forces.
Our current trends and practices predict that by
mid-century our historic northern European culture’s
numbers will shrink to minority status and be surpassed
by the growing presence of Asians, Latinos and AfricanAmericans.
We tend to think of cultural changes, unless
imposed by conquest, as taking place gradually
over generations or centuries, but our present
transformation, which is rooted in the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1965, kicked in and
accelerated with Pres. Reagan’s first amnesty in 1986.
In the generation since, America’s immigration policy of
frequent amnesties and minimal restriction of immigrant
admissions has been the purposeful result of the actions
and control of a combination of powerful special
interests. They have had their way with the nation’s
political, budgetary and legislative processes without
effective restraint.
Although culture is reflective and change is a
constant, do we really want to abandon ours in favor of
Asian, Latin and African models as a form of pc ?

There can be “safety in numbers”
and also in ignorance.

*
Culture is both a snapshot and historical record
— a brief moment, an endless process; take your pick.
Its image may be clear or blurred, or both; its impact
benign or painful or, again, both. Contradictions
abound and always have the ability to improve our vision
of ourselves, but as a society we tend to determinedly
avoid any such introspection. There can be “safety in
numbers” and also in ignorance.
One of our earliest self-images was that of the
fair, spare, frugal, taciturn Yankee trader capable of
making or repairing any tool or machine. He was the
survivor of untold Vermont winters, and recognized both
for his skill at bargaining and his personal integrity.
Note how some of our early Yankee physical
image was transferred to our national symbol of Uncle
Sam when he was popularized in the late 19th century;
and also in our widely promoted representation of the
southern plantation owner as tall, lean and elegantly
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Let’s consider another aspect of cultural
contradiction — our appearance which has changed
considerably over the past century and a half of our
industrialization and since the appearance of Uncle Sam
and “the Colonel”. Then, our image was mostly lean,
whereas today the CDC2 reports that 34.9%, or 76.8
million Americans are considered obese, not merely
overweight, and further breaks this down by race/
ethnicity to levels of 38.1% for non-Hispanic Blacks,
31.3% for Hispanics and 27.1% non-Hispanic whites.
Were population and immigration to continue at
their present rates of increase, by the turn of the next
century (in only three generations) America would have
a different look — shorter, darker and fatter. “The
Colonel”, viewed by many as a racist image, would be long
gone, and Uncle Sam would be modified to a politically
correct form that would reflect our commitment to the

inclusion of Latinos, Blacks, Asians and other ethnic
groups admitted under our open borders policies.
In this process our genetic profile will be altered
as we move toward more eyes being brown and our historic
northern shades of blue, green, gray, hazel, etc. are phased
out. Will the mariachi bands with their simple tunes and
lyrics replace the sophistication of the Broadway musical’s
golden half-century from 1930 to 1980 ?
Cultures can be changed by human effort and
participation, and they can be protected, but people
have to care, speak out and participate. Looking back to
our 19th century, the Abolitionists and the Suffragists
were able to accomplish two of our greatest social
actions, ending slavery and enfranchising women, by the
pressure of popular protest. The “armies” they formed
were commanded by leaders whose messages were not
delivered by mass media; rather, in the streets, in jails
or in their state capitols they pushed for the progress
that our values demanded.
Both of these movements were dominated by
women at a time when the male power structure did not
“take their calls”, but they were not deterred. They
persevered and succeeded; the nation was changed and
our conscience cleared.
Our physical appearance is only one aspect of
cultural shift in 21st century America, and is important
only because of the two mega-forces — population and
immigration — which will produce it. We will explore
others, but the key question facing American culture
today is, “Will the American public make an effort, by
individual and/or government action, to prevent its
further deterioration ?”.
This is no small step; it will require awareness,
concern and a variety of different methods and levels
of action. And any effort to reinstate our traditional
cultural values will have to overcome two formidable
barriers. There is a considerable public inertia based
on either indifference, lack of knowledge, or both. As
daunting as this may appear, we do have available to us
in our time the msm’s capability to communicate and to
provide information.
That said, we must recognize that the msm is not
likely to be a source of cooperation, as it is home to many
of the political elites that have sponsored our recent
embrace of PC as a motivating political philosophy. Their
favorite tactic, when someone opposes PC, is to label him/
her a racist, a term that has come to carry heavy political
baggage in this country and elsewhere. Politicians quail
at its use and will take any action to avoid being branded
with it. It has, accordingly, become the weapon of choice
of the political left, and is so emotionally charged that
its mere accusation can often achieve its purpose without
offering proof.

America’s present generation has grown up in
the age of pc and is more likely to be cowed by the charge
of racism. It will take open discussion and concentrated
effort to defuse this label and to view our culture
without its pernicious distortion, always being aware
that for pc’s backers the “racist” and “hate speech”
labels are used to dismiss opposing opinion rather than
openly discuss the underlying issue.

BYE-BYE BURGER?
Appearance such as obesity and dress are
significant in many cultures and are usually intertwined
with others, one of which is diet. All three combine in
various ways to mark non-industrial society cultures
such as those of Pacific Islanders and arctic Eskimos.
As we look ahead to the rest of this century, we can
anticipate some severe self-made c/e patterns for our
American culture. What are the forces at work and will
our society be able to adjust and respond to them ?
Our 19th century westward expansion was a
unique historical event —
 an extended trial and error
process in which the religious, technological, economic,
social and political energy of the past could be put to
use without the restrictions imposed upon them by their
European origins. Indeed, our continental extension
served as a practical laboratory in which the advanced
political principles established in our East Coast urban
centers, primarily Boston, New York and Philadelphia,
could be tested under conditions of frontier freedom.
In this dangerous and often painful journey,
where the structures of government were not available
and rules for living were based on cooperation, the
words and meaning of our Constitution underwent and
passed a very thorough examination. It was so successful
in these circumstances that by the end of the century
America could look back with pride upon its pioneers’
achievements and hope to extend them to the larger
world as our “manifest destiny”3.
Culture and territory, while both are moving
parts of history’s process, differ in their ways and paces.
For example, the flinty Yankee trader image did not fit as
well west of the Mississippi where the vast, open spaces
were ideally suited to cattle raising and the continual
consumption of northern European dietary staples such
as beef, lamb, pork and cheese. With critical help from
Scottish venture investors our meat packing industry
was able to “scale up” to international status and
become one of the largest in our economy,
As our national mixture of population, wealth
and culture moved west, our replacement for the New
England prototype image appeared in the form of the
American cowboy — still with fair, but sun-bronzed
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skin, lean, spare in words spoken with a drawl, firm,
strong, wearing a wide-brimmed hat, Levis, plaid shirt,
red bandana and, more often than not in those times, a
revolver and cartridge belt.
Images can come and go, and that of the American
cowboy may have been slipping from our consciousness
after WW II, but it was rescued by Marlboro cigarettes
for their print and media advertising campaigns which
reached into millions of American homes. As cigarette
smoking has declined because of its health issues, we can
only wonder whether the iconic American cowboy will be
revived in yet another life.
But regardless of its final fate, the cultural
coherence shown in the emergence of these two images
separated by time and place reveals the strength and
identity that marked America’s view of its culture in
the past. Make no mistake; endemic cultural coherence,
when extended either by territory or heredity, is a
positive element of the society of which it is a part,
and is the antithesis of cultural contradictions that
weaken their host.
Coincidentally, as the past images of our culture
are fading, they are being replaced by those demanded
by PC which contradict cultural coherence in many
ways, the most obvious being that they are not broadly
spontaneous but are imposed by the nation’s political
elites. Each added cultural contradiction will do more
damage as our ties to our origins are loosened and then
abandoned.
*

*

*

As cultures must respond to the future as well
as have obligations to their pasts, we must inquire into
some of the powerful forces now in motion that will act
upon us in the 21st century.
One aspect of culture not emphasized as much as
the arts is diet. Every culture has one that is mostly
determined by the presence or absence of vital natural
resources. There are diets based on fish, meat, dairy,
game, grain, fowl, rice, beans, etc. Our own diet is one of
abundance because we have been able to produce enough
to feed ourselves and to also buy food from other
countries. But with the twin development of our meat
packing and ranching industries following the Civil War,
our national diet grew to be increasingly based on meat.
Originally viewed as a plus, our past reliance upon beef
as the key element in our diet is now being questioned on
many grounds.
Unlike some grazing species, man can obtain only
some of his nutritional needs from plant sources. This
lack has been made up by a diet that favors animal protein
whereby the animal serves as a converter and delivers
proteins (energy) in forms that humans can digest in
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smaller and stronger amounts than an all-plant diet
would entail.
Beef is expensive in terms of time, money,
resources, transportation and processing; cattle must
be bred, fed, shipped, butchered and delivered in a
process during which both natural and human risk is
always present. It is also expensive in terms of the water
and land it requires to produce stove-ready food for
our consumption.
The amount of water required to raise one pound
of beef is 1,800 gals; and the pasture land necessary
comes to about 2 acres4, although this can vary according
to the type, climate and forage of the land. In our time of
diminishing water resources and arable land, combined
with sharply increasing population, our previous and
present rate of usage can appear to be extravagant.
There are major forces at work upon our
society, our economy and our culture that in the past
we experienced as gradual and comfortable, but which
now are intensifying and/or accelerating. These
include drought, violent weather patterns, population
growth, loss of water resources and arable land, rising
temperatures and sea levels, vanishing ice caps and
the steady increase of carbon dioxide emissions. From
time to time and place to place, these are interrelated
by natural and human factors. In the slightly less than
three generations remaining in this century, let’s look
at how these trends will impact our culture.
First, population, as it is the mechanism that will
drive others. U.S. population, barring any purposeful
process of control, is expected to reach a half billion
by mid-century and close to a billion by 2100. The need
to feed, house and employ such larger numbers will
mean that less land will have to support more people.
Land prices are bound to rise and, with them, the cost
of raising cattle and crops — and their end product,
edible beef.
But, to borrow a phrase from space exploration,
“we are not alone”. There is China, our prime banker,
with farm and fertility problems of its own on a massive
scale. It has just terminated its one-child per family
fertility policy in place since 1980 and will now allow an
increase to two.
The prospect of the world’s presently most
populous country doubling its fertility rate is not a
happy one for many economic and political development
models throughout the world. There are always winners
and losers when the global economic/political rules
change; and their consequences are magnified when the
major powers are the movers.
China’s one-child policy came about because its
leaders recognized that without restriction the growth
of China’s already large population would outstrip the
capacity of its agricultural base. This has remained

a valid concern and China has become a leading, if not
dominant, importer of food products.
Soybeans offer an interesting example. The
exceptional growth in demand for them is due to the
discovery after WW II that combining one part of soybean
meal with four parts of grain (usually corn) would
greatly increase the efficiency of livestock and poultry
in converting grain into animal protein.
Following the Great Famine of 1959-61 in which
30 million Chinese died of starvation, the government
chose to concentrate its agricultural efforts on
grain production by subsidies and other methods that
produced mixed results including overpumped aquifers
and desertification in its northwest region. Soybean
production, for instance, remained mostly level from
1994 to 2011 at 14 million tons, whereas its consumption
rose to 70 million tons with the difference being obtained
by imports.

Without this transforming intermediate step we would
have maintained the four-legged posture and motion of
all grazing animals.
The range of difference between species of the
amount of water required for their growth is quite
surprising. For one walnut, 2 gallons is needed; for one
egg, 53 gallons; for a pound of chicken, 468 gallons. A
pound of beef requires 1,800 gallons and a hamburger
about 450 gallons.5
In CA, as 80% of its water use goes to the
farming and ranching operations that feed the nation 6 ,
all efforts to save water cannot help but have an impact
on our food supply — its availability, quality, price, etc.
*

. . . expanding population must increase
food prices here and elsewhere.
Today China ranks as the world’s largest importer
of soybeans. With its population-driven demand set to
increase significantly and the prospect of flat or even
reduced acreage available for production, the question
arises, “How will China feed itself ?” Throughout our
world, the amount of land, especially arable land, is
mostly a fixed quantity with the result that expanding
population must increase food prices here and elsewhere.
But, looking ahead, there are other forces, some
natural and some human, that are bound to affect food
supplies and prices; and one of the most devastating is
drought, caused by both nature and man. Over the past
century the experience of drought in America has been
mostly limited in time, place and frequency with the two
major exceptions of the 1930’s Dust Bowl and the present
prolonged scarcity in CA.
In the latter, inequities that appear throughout
the stricken area are often protected by archaic water
ownership and access laws that date back to the 19th
century. Some crops require and receive much more
water than others, and water resources can be used
to keep buildings cool or pools filled in distant cities
while local communities struggle to have enough or are
subject to rationing limitations.
But the greatest discrepancies are found in
our animal food chain. We obtain most of our dietary
energy from animal proteins found in the lamb, pork,
chicken, beef and fish that we eat. These species serve
as a conversion mechanism that processes grains and
grasses which we cannot digest and produces higher
energy animal proteins with fat that we can tolerate.
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Drought is not the only form in which heat will
cause great change before the century ends. Rising
temperatures, which are seen as a key element in climate
change, will alter our lives in other ways than reducing
the amount and quality of our water supply.
As was seen in the recent global summit
conference in Paris in December, climate change is a
concept that has gained support in the last decade,
although there were still strong differences expressed
as to the best way to deal with it. But, if we only assume
it will proceed at its present pace for the rest of the
century, our temperate zone life and land will be greatly
changed.
Higher temperatures will reduce available water
and will alter or destroy the life cycles of many of the
life forms that support us.
Many scientists view climate change/global
warming (CC/GW) as a global rolling up and moving
toward the poles of our present climate zones. The
resulting changes could be widespread through our
terrestrial plant and animal species, and present
fisheries could die off as the result of even slightly
higher water temperatures. Also, mainstay crops such
as wheat could find it impossible to germinate and grow
in once, but no longer, fertile fields deserted by their
previous pollinators.
How would a drift from temperate to tropical
affect the cities of our Southwest? Dallas, Houston,
Tulsa, Phoenix, Tucson ? Their populations all depend
on a model of 24/7 refrigeration/AC. As water and food
become more scarce and expensive, businesses and people
will face difficult choices.
In capitalist America, the answer is often “the
market will decide”. If so, how ? Widespread climate
change will inevitably be accompanied by culture change.
For instance, the capitalist model would state that a
temperate zone company and its employees moving north
to Canada would be replaced by an equatorial zone

entity and employees also moving north to escape rising
temperatures.
From an economic perspective the argument
could be made that the exchange is an even one. The
revenues, jobs, employees, homes of those departing can
be filled by the new arrivals. But our concern is about
culture and culturally this is not an even trade. Diet
for the newly tropical land will be based on beans or
what other edible, tropical plants can be successfully
grown and sold. And the people that tend and consume
them will be different, too — less educated, shorter,
with darker skin and eyes, Mexican or Central American
Indian by descent and speakers of Spanish or the multiple
Latin American dialects. They will have different health/
disease profiles and high fertility rates, and possibly
tribal attitudes towards religion, marriage, animals,
honor etc.
We do not tend to think of CC/GW as a cultural
game-changer, but we should. All these major forces
involving food, water, money, land and people will be
interacting in different ways and at different times of
which we will probably not be aware. They will change
our culture in both subtle and evident ways, sometimes
gradually and sometimes instantly when politicians
sense advantage and declare themselves as participants.
However, judging by our recent past, our political
representatives will add little of value and may make
things worse. The end result may well be that what is
basically a matter of science may present us with an
enormous cultural conflict and contradiction. Like it
or not, CC/GW will bring pervasive change to all parts
and cultures of our planet. To be accurate, we should
probably revise our terminology to “total change/
global warming” and become accustomed to smaller but
more expensive burgers than those we presently enjoy.

POLICE MILITARIZATION AND
WAR SURPLUS MATERIAL
Following WW II our armed forces found
themselves holding vast amounts of military supplies
that would not be used again and would be expensive to
store and maintain. Accordingly, government embarked
upon a rapid disposal program to move this material to
private ownership via irresistibly low prices. Its success
was immediate, as most items were suited to second lives
in farming, industry, construction or home use.
Growing up in New York City, we often used its
mammoth Central Park to play games, create mischief,
or both, and we still have a clear recollection of the
city’s police presence in the area we used. He was a
white-haired, kindly, red-faced, somewhat overweight
cop on the beat named “Sugar”. His assigned equipment
for enforcing the law and keeping the peace consisted
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of a pair of metal handcuffs, a nightstick and a shiny,
nickel-plated revolver — no more than a .38 caliber and
perhaps a .32. There were Police Call Boxes connected
to a central station throughout the park so that if more
force was needed, it was readily available to assist
“Sugar”.
Crime in Central Park in the 1930s was mostly on
the scale of purse snatching, pickpocketing, fist fights,
minor robberies, etc. Murder, rape, drug dealing and
other forms of violent behavior were rare. That was the
culture of the time and, like most cultures, it attempted
to strike a balance between a variety of competing
interests.
Fast forward to the present when our national
culture has been stretched to include the militarization
of our police forces by the use of powerful military
weapons for crowd control and in the squad cars that
protect the community life that flows through our
streets, stores, homes and schools. What has changed
these cultural images? What has transformed “Sugar”
with his minimal equipment into today’s heavily armed
officer who, in the course of normal duty, carries half
a dozen weapons and a variety of communication devices
which probably total close to 50 lbs. of weight?
This is a short question without short answers.
There are reasons, and even explanations, but after we
sift through them we are left with one of the clearest
cultural contradictions to emerge from our society.
What happened and why?
First, America since its earliest days has been
modest in its practice or celebrations of militarism. In
the Constitution’s second amendment we envision our
country as relying for its protection upon a citizen
militia to be activated, when necessary, as it was for
our Revolutionary War. And we have largely eschewed
a standing army of size in favor of a volunteer force
except for the four wars of the last century7 when
national conscription was legislated by Congress. Our
more recent conflicts that have required troops in
Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya have been conducted by our
reorganized volunteer army.
But the problem of our police forces’
militarization began during the 1960s in our civilian, not
our military, culture. Then, the offspring of wartime and
postwar marriages had reached the age of participation
which allowed them to drive, drink, vote, marry and
protest. The war in Vietnam offered a ready target for
the latter, but there were other forces at work.
In many of our world’s cultures, especially
tribal ones, the senior status of older citizens and/
or family members is accorded special attention and
respect. This is not so in our country where our
“throw away” mentality provides a clear track for the
“youth express”, and the tensions between departing

and arriving generations are more pronounced. The
1960s gave rise to a kind of “perfect storm” in which
growing numbers of students employing new audio/
visual technologies could gain attention and audiences
by opposing traditional corporate and governmental
institutions.
The real “kicker”, however, that distinguished
the 1960s protests from previous ones was that they
were frequently and widely fueled by drugs — first
marijuana and then LSD, heroin, etc. — which widened the
space between young and old. Not only did youth dispute
the established order; it dismissed it, and often with the
same rancor which it attributed to its opponents.
The 1960s, for those who had reached the age
of participation, was an era of identity, protest and
disruption. “Hippies”, young or old, drug user or drug
free, went beyond the usual legal/political boundaries
of argument and claimed that they possessed, and should
be recognized as having, a special and superior sense
of awareness and engagement in social issues, both
public and private. Whether due to their age or drug
use, this rationale of having, and being entitled to, their
own “truth” was a key element in their response to and
rejection of the earlier authority they inherited.
Drug use was truly counter culture. It induced
forms of behavior which contradicted images and values
we considered important to our identity. It was not
only disrespectful; it was fun, inexpensive, addictive,
symbolic and illegal. As its popularity spread beyond
the limits of our local laws and our jails filled, drug use
became a national issue serious enough to draw attention
at the White House. Pres. Nixon declared our “War on
Drugs”, followed by Nancy Reagan’s advice to “Just Say
No”. In the decade between the two, drug use spread, the
product line expanded and its supply/marketing function
was taken over by organized crime with the result that
America had to begin to recognize that drugs had become
a popular and powerful national addiction. We will
discuss this major cultural shift further in our next
issue. In 1981 Congress passed the Military Cooperation
With Law Enforcement Act (MCLEA)8 which permitted the
Dept. of Defense (DOD) to provide training, personnel
and equipment to local police forces.
Within a year, 59% of the nation’s communities
had put in place Police Paramilitary Units (PPUs) and
by 1995 that number had reached 89%9. This flow of
military resources to civilian law enforcement agencies
kicked up sharply after 9/11 when all law forces, local,
state and federal, were directed to join in the “War on
Terror”. In 2010 the DOD’s equipment sales to localities
reached $212 million which then increased to $450
million in 2013, all at bargain prices.
With this new equipment and military training, the
attitudes of those who received it and were charged with

protecting our communities could not help but change.
And msm coverage emphasized the “us vs. them” element
sufficiently to dispel the concerns raised by images of
heavily armed police confronting civilian populations
engaged in assembly or protest activities.
While the tenor of our time reflects such bitter
issues as race, employment, the economy and political
representation and, as the space between the people and
their government is viewed as one that separates, rather
than joins, them, the repeated images of battle-ready,
heavily armed PPUs behind military vehicles furthers a
sense of alienation and unequal strength.
This is not an attack on our law enforcers, as
both sides bear responsibility for tending the space that
divides them which, without the hard work of common
care, can easily deteriorate and become an urban
“no man’s land”. The distance between “Sugar”, the
white haired cop in Central Park in the 1930s, and our
militarized police today can be measured in social and
political light years; as can also the difference between
what is demanded and what can be expected by those who
protest.
Authoritarian governments yield nothing until
forced to, and then are gone. Popular governments are
pushed by their nature to yield more than they would
like, while giving the public less than it demands and,
thereby, survive.
the militarization of local law agencies constitutes
a cultural conflict that is both deep and wide.
Our democracy is ambitious in its ethics and
intent, and our Founding Fathers could not have imagined
the trials we’ve put it through, nor where we are today.
Given their firm belief in an unpaid citizen militia’s
function to protect the country’s people and property,
the militarization of local law agencies constitutes a
cultural conflict that is both deep and wide.
*
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But technology changes everything! A valid
point can be made that of all the forces that have acted
upon mankind in its journey the three most durable, and
arguably important, have been the need to communicate,
to feed itself and to wage war. In the continuum of human
progress those have always been present and necessary
They command our attention and energy, and have
dominated the technological explosion of our postwar
era. We would be hard-pressed to find other sectors of
our economy that exhibit technological change as great
as those of warfare/munitions, agriculture (farming,
fishing, crop and weather science) and communications.

Quite simply, we fight, feed and communicate by sight/
sound in ways, at speeds and with reach that were not
imagined at the mid-point of the 20th century.
The progress of technology changes people,
politics and cultures in notable, but not always evident,
ways; and in doing so, can create cultural contradictions
which, because technology’s touch can be sudden and
disruptive, are often severe.
For instance, in the relatively brief period since
WW II, technology has altered our self-images of how
we fight, feed and communicate with each other. The
mushroom cloud has replaced the grand armies of the
18th and 19th centuries and the “dough boy” and “GI
Joe” of the 20th as the universal symbol of war.
The American farmer is no longer mostly a
family unit operating a family-size farm. Like other
sectors, agriculture has been overlaid with corporate
and government management and funding with the
inevitable consequence of “consolidation”. In the
process, the image of the American farmer as a rugged,
weather-marked man and his horse, plowing his field and
accompanied by a young boy and dog, has been updated
to show a less weathered version operating in the airconditioned comfort of the cab of a very large tractor
with a broad multi-row harrow in tow. Equipment of this
kind is positioned by our new GPS technology and its cost
can easily run to a quarter of a million dollars, or more.
In the media world the same process of
combination, consolidation and structural change
took place, as radio/TV stations and newspapers were
first joined into media specific groups and then
entertainment conglomerates. In the process we
exchanged the images of the young boy on his bike
delivering papers and the urban newsstand owner
hawking “extra” editions for the 24/7 comments from
the small screen in our living rooms.
How do such enormous changes come about? Is
it because we ignore or embrace their power ? To what
degree do we allow them to change our basic identity
and, as technology changes everything, our culture ?
Culture at any given moment is a cumulative total, never
a final figure or what our present vernacular refers to
as “the bottom line”.

to create a new way by which the larger world would
view us. Collaterally, it marked the beginning of an
extraordinary shift in the way we saw ourselves.
At the turn of the 20th century America was
a nation intent upon completing its post Civil War
industrialization, and yet one in which the process
of converting western territory to states was not
complete. Still, our sense of “manifest destiny” which
we had originally applied to our westward expansion was
readily extended to include our economic and military
development at home and abroad. We were a prosperous,
confident nation with a stable middle class and an
exuberant view of our future. We were, in effect, united
on major matters, although on lesser local or national
issues our politics could be bitterly divided.
This sense of innate value that could prevail
over whatever we faced was strengthened and confirmed
by our experiences and victory in WW I. On the home
front, the bond drives, men in uniform, patriotic songs
and military support activities enhanced our unity while
Pres. Wilson’s position as the leader of the Versailles
peace negotiations gave the U.S. a new international
status and set it on the path to superpower.
. . . as bad and as painful as that time was,
we were all in it together.

IN THE WAKE OF
THE GREAT WHITE FLEET
In 1903, Pres. Theodore Roosevelt sent a
powerful segment of our growing navy around the
world to introduce the U.S. as a new and significant
economic, military and political power with which older
governments in Europe and Asia would have to engage.
This, after almost a century of protective foreign policy
based on the Monroe Doctrine (1823), was designed
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In the 1920s and 30s we tried to disengage from
the causes and consequences of “the Great War” and
revert to seeing Europe and its problems as things that
we could avoid. Our national confidence was severely
shaken by the decade of economic depression in the
‘30s, but even in that extremely testing time a critical
measure of unity was maintained by the realization that,
as bad and as painful as that time was, we were all in it
together.
Looking back at the emergence of Fascism and
Communism in the European economies and governments
of the 1930s provides a glimpse of some cultural
differences and their effects. The course of our
national development in two and a half generations from
the end of our Civil War to the beginning of WW II in 1939
could not help but be reflected in the human values and
nature of our culture. There, in art, literature, music,
science and drama a parallel life of exceptional variety
and quality was being recorded.
WW II was totally unlike the entrenched
stalemate of WW I. The two great oriental powers
became involved on opposite sides and the use of air
power, both strategically and tactically, gave this war
a truly global reach which hastened the end of the 19th
century’s colonial empires and their rearrangement
following WW I.

But perhaps the biggest difference, and
culturally most consequential, was in its technology.
It ushered in an age of both instant annihilation and
communication. The former has not been used since
August, 1945; the latter has changed, improved and
expanded far beyond its military origins and is now
probably the most widespread and essential component
of our modern world.
This new ability to convey audio/visual
information instantly at any time to any place has been
a game changer. It has transformed with mixed results
our politics, our diplomacy, our economy, our youth and
our culture. Clothed in success, confidence, technology,
wealth and power, America embarked upon the postwar
era in a changed state — that of superpower —
harboring the illusion of a Pax Americana managed by
the US with the cooperation of the UN, the democratic
governments already in existence and those arising from
the aftermath of WW II.
But this happy and simplistic view of the future
required an impossible level of collaboration in the
broad range of economic, political, territorial and
military matters that sought solutions at the UN. Many
Americans, including those in our government, originally
viewed this latest attempt at world government as one
by which a small all-powerful Security Council could
dominate the larger, but lesser in status, General
Assembly.
This harmonious projection was challenged and
disproved by two unexpected developments. The first,
which appeared early, was the difference among the
Security Council members in the expectation of how the
one-member veto would be used. Many in the West saw
it as a mechanism that would be used only rarely and
in circumstances of exceptional common importance;
the Russians had a very different concept that allowed
it to be used regularly on matters large and small and
enabled them to avoid being consistently outvoted by the
western democracies.
The second departure from the UN’s original
composition, which also was not anticipated was
the growth of its admissions to membership, and
representation in the General Assembly, as the old
colonial holdings were dissolved and replaced by
multiple small entities. This process extended from the
west coast of Africa to Southeast Asia, an area marked
by tribal, ethnic and religious differences, high fertility
and minimal education. Much of this area was inhabited
by Muslims with the result that, as new nations were
formed and admitted, the General Assembly became
divided along lines that commonality could not cross.
Originally seen as a broadly based body that could
debate and shape the UN’s passage of its various forms
of legislation, it seems now to have evolved into a group

of voting blocks representing very specific interests.
But regardless of the UN’s progress in
international relations, the fact that we and others had
committed prestige and power to it brought all of its
members around to a more communal sense of the world’s
problems and how they might undertake their solution.
In America, by far the largest contributor to the
UN’s funding, where individualism (and especially the
“rugged” variety) reigned, world government projected
two very different images on our cultural screen. The
first, as a means of achieving world peace, was an easy
“fit” with the message Pres. Wilson offered in describing
WW I as “the war to end all wars”.
The other, no matter how or even whether it was
understood, derived from the legendary individualism
of itinerate Yankee peddlers; or cowboys that rode
and ruled the open range and, when that frontier was
overtaken by populations seeking community rather
than solitude, from their commercial successors who
discovered mines, built railroads and steel mills, drilled
for oil and published newspapers.
These two images — peacemaker and individualist
— are deeply embedded in our culture. We put them there
and we have celebrated them and drawn nourishment
from them. They have been tarnished by events of the
past fifty years, and yet we cling to what remains of
their original truth. After all, it’s our culture, “made in
America” by us. But is it ? And, in those ways and places
where our cultural fact and fiction become increasingly
more difficult to reconcile, what went wrong? Where
did we fail?

IN THE CROSSHAIRS OF TIME AND CHANGE
The 1960s marked a line of generational change
as the children born immediately after WW II moved into
their high school and college years. They, of course,
never knew the pre-superpower, pre-UN America — the
America of the Great Depression and two World Wars,
but, like most youthful generations, they wanted to
make changes in our national thought, behavior and
appearance.
. . . the youth of the ‘60s might see war as
becoming a rite of passage in the US.
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Vietnam was the dye that turned the ‘60s line of
generational change blood-red. It was our fourth war in
a little more than fifty years10 and offered a showcase
for our newest non-nuclear technology such as napalm,
agent orange and saturation bombing which inevitably
caused “collateral damage” to civilian populations.
Given this time frame, it was not surprising that the

youth of the ‘60s might see war as becoming a rite of
passage in the U.S.
Social change is constant and over history most
generational change has been resolved peacefully. This
was not possible in the ‘60s for a variety of reasons:
the military/industrial complex had been in enforced
retirement since WW II and was “warming up in the
wings”; new technology in weapons, communications and
transportation were presented as elements that would
sanitize the war experience and, perhaps most critically,
our government reinstituted national conscription (i.e.,
the draft) to fight a war that lacked broad popular
support.
In addition to all these war-specific errors,
the 1960s prominently displayed many other aspects of
generational change. In short, the ‘60s youth, armed with
their own dress, drug and behavior codes and exposure to
a wider world marked by the beginnings of institutional
and personal group-think, found themselves trying
to make sense of, or common cause with, people in our
public and private sectors who had been raised in a
totally different America. It is not surprising that their
exchanges were brief, their efforts sporadic or clumsy
and their successes few.

*

*

UN charter or legislation superseded national law and
even centuries of prior practice. It has caught Americans
off-guard, confused our self-image and left a painful
contradiction in our culture. In earlier times, we would
have joined in discussion and come to agreement, but
today’s bitter divisions seem to rule that out, as the
money, power, political, ethnic, racial and religious
factors have gained in strength and numbers.
What of our past will we have to give up to make
peace between ourselves and our new image ? To do
what is necessary to protect our line of descent from
Plymouth to Philadelphia to Appomattox to Hiroshima ?
Or will we surrender to yet another addiction ?

“O PIONEERS”11

*

In the ‘60s and the remainder of the century our
politics and population felt the pressure of changing
numbers as we added more people, more debt and
more government functions to what we thought life in
America called for. But there was little agreement to
be found. Laws were unenforced, budgets unpassed; we
grew “richer” by borrowing more; we set ourselves on
a new path in the mid-east by an historic “two-fer”, the
CIA’s assassination of Mossadegh and installation of the
Pahlevi Shah. And in Latin America Pres. Carter gifted
our triumphant symbol of American technology and
trade, the Panama Canal, back to the land of its origin
because its colonial image clashed with that of the new
America we hoped to project into the next century.
Most pervasive in its invasion of our culture
was the combined poison of multiculturalism (MC) and
political correctness (PC). The latter’s first mention
occurred in a 1921 speech by Russian Communist Party
founder and Revolution leader Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
and was subsequently exported to the U.S. where, in the
postwar years, it was nurtured in our academic community
and then moved up to our political front lines.
There, with MC, it launched an unrelenting
assault upon our national and civilizational history,
values and culture. This attack included, whenever
possible, the rationale that “human rights” created by
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Our identification with individualism has a long
and meaningful history that includes the Yankee peddler,
the itinerant preacher, the cowboy, the traveling
salesman, the inventor and the industrialist all of whom
we celebrate in different times and circumstances. They
are old friends, part of our past and ready to respond
when needed.
But in today’s pressure from PC and MC our
traditional individualism tends to be obscured, ignored
or even attacked because it fails to fit their mandated
template of uniformity. The most notable example of this
cultural shift can be found in the reports/interviews of
our msm where both questions and answers are so often
qualified that they provide little real information. We
do not include those courageous journalists who embed
themselves with our military forces or investigative
reporters who accept behind-the-lines and battle zone
risks in pursuit of war’s elusive truths.
Every night during the 1940 Nazi blitz bombing
of England Edward R. Murrow went to the roof of the
BBC building, opened his broadcast to America with
the announcement “This Is London Calling” and then
described the destruction he witnessed, as well as
providing relevant comment/opinion.
At a time when there was still considerable
political support for the isolationist position in this
country, Murrow repeatedly reminded his American
listeners of the extreme and imminent peril England
faced, and urged FDR and Congress to provide meaningful
aid in the form of money, ships, arms and food. With the
help of special U.S. envoy Averell Harriman, Ambassador
John Winant and the NY Herald Tribune’s Whitelaw Reid,
both public and congressional opinion was moved to
accept the realization that Hitler posed a global threat
and that our and England’s futures were firmly joined.
News reporting in our age of instant audio/
visual communication has changed dramatically since
1940, but in no way more importantly than cable TV’s

constant news broadcasts, night and day, in which the
preferred format is to have a studio person introduce
topics and then interview a reporter near or at the scene
to provide authentic background and information. As the
entertainment function of our msm has eclipsed its news
reporting, funding for the latter has been diminished
with the result that cable’s coverage model has been
extended to networks, public channels/stations and
independents.
Listen carefully to the language used by
questioners and responders and it will be clear how
regularly questions/answers are qualified and firm
opinion avoided. For instance, track how many times you
hear the phrase “a little bit” used to indicate degree or
extent. With this phrase a double qualifier is achieved
by the use of “little” and “bit” to avoid specificity. Why?
Well, the awful truth is that today people in the public
view, especially those in politics and the msm, do not
want to make statements of fact or opinion (especially
the latter) for which they might later be proven wrong.
Accordingly, answers must be qualified, never certain,
and always have an “exit sign”.
This practice is not limited to the on-site
interviewee, as the studio person asking questions has
become expert at offering “soft” questions that can easily
be dismissed or deflected. For example, in a situation
where two kinds of results are seen as possible and the
studio person asks what the outcome will be, the answer
is inevitably “a little, or a bit, of both”. Note again the
double qualifier; the words “mixture” or “combination”
might have been used, but “little” or “a bit” serve the
purpose of shedding more responsibility.
There is another technique of doing away with
genuine opinion of the Ed Murrow type and replacing it
with a “no fault” process. It used to be that on-thescene reporters were asked “for their opinion” or “what
they thought” about the incident being covered which
left the possibility of being proven wrong. As error is
not readily accepted within the ranks of the msm, the
questioning process was changed to asking the reporter
“to describe the scene” or for his/her “sense” of what
was being covered — two far more neutral, passive and
less individualistic assessments.
Look also, for the continually increasing usage
of qualifying words such as “perhaps” and “maybe” in
msm language — especially if it refers to the future.
These words, along with “little” and “a bit”, are so
locked into our msm lexicon that they could easily
advance to the next level of cultural acceptance.
Language is inseparable from civilization,
as its development and enrichment has been key in
distinguishing our human species from others. It can be
both the common element that binds cultures together
and a uniquely powerful and constant expression of
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sovereignty. Those nations that have attempted to
accommodate dual language cultures such as Canada and
Belgium have found that their social and political costs
exceed the benefits of MC.
And the role of language in different cultures
can vary as widely as the accents with which it is
spoken. Greek, Italian, Spanish, French, and English
were spread beyond their current borders by conquest
and colonialism, but the closest our planet has come to
having a language that could be considered universal
— i.e., spoken through most of the known world — is
Latin of the Roman Empire and English of our present
era beginning in the 17th century and blossoming in
the 19th.
Nations value their languages differently. This is
particularly evident in Europe where the tide of military
and marital combination under its monarchies produced
a fluid mix of languages rather than pure forms that
could be passed intact from one generation to the next.
Among the great European cultures today France
stands out as having made the strongest and most
consistent effort to preserve and protect its language
from adulteration or infection. As noble as were her
intentions, the two world wars of the 20th century
fought on French soil and the arrival of our age of
instant communication sounded the death knell for
cultural separatism.
Today, with all Western Civilization (WCIV)
languages under attack from modernity and Muslim
migrants, France and England appear to be linguistically
the most secure. A year ago Germany could have been
included, but its status as the current destination of
choice for most Near Eastern and African migrants cannot
help but change its, and other, European cultures in the
future. Because England shares its language with us,
the process of Americanization there has been ongoing
for a century and is treated mostly with resignation and
good will, if not enthusiasm.
Sadly, on this side of the Atlantic few people,
and none among our leadership, give much thought to
our language; and there is even a determined attitude
among multiculturalists that America’s economics,
politics, culture and social structure must be treated
with significant doses of third world population to be
relevant in the 21st century and to make up for the sins
of the past.
Because of our unique political origins we have
tended to be more welcoming than other western nations,
but this is not enough to excuse us from MC demands for
more. The truth is that we are under attack because we
are the most powerful and generous member of WCIV and
those cultural and political enemies that attack us do
so in the belief that, were we to be defeated, WCIV could
not survive. We avoid this kind of thinking or discussion

because it is scary, distasteful, unsettling; but it is not
without logic.
*

*

presidents John Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson. Here,
too, pressure has built among some students, faculty and
alumni to rename Calhoun College because they find Mr.
Calhoun’s views on slavery to be personally offensive,
racist and unsuited to our present culture.
Although we occasionally find severe, and
sometimes violent, evidence of racism in our society,
most Americans would agree that attitudes have changed
dramatically since Wilson’s and Calhoun’s times, and we
have so far accepted these and other former leaders as
products of their time and part of our history.

*

We carry cultural DNA, as we do biological.
It is formed over time out of our common values and
history which emerge from the web of circumstance
through which we, as individuals and as a society, must
find our way.
As with most group characteristics, numbers can
play a critical role, so much so that they can determine
the directions and behavior of the group. This has
certainly been true in America where our added numbers
of people and money have challenged our founders’
concept of popular democracy and the government
necessary to provide and maintain it.
Numbers, especially those with the power to
overwhelm, can decide whether our cultural DNA survives
and how it changes. Our dysfunctional government is
overwhelmed by numbers some of which (i.e., our debt
and deficit) it has created. Our elected representatives
fail to see the need for preemptive action, but are
content to delay and dissemble until a tipping point has
passed, results are known and the opportunity to act
responsibly is no longer available.
New, larger numbers, and the issues that
arise from them, will solidify our dysfunction and be
expressed in our cultural DNA. For proof, just consider
the difference in the way Americans regarded our
government a century ago and today. This, in itself, is
a major cultural contradiction. There is no shortage
of others, as the MC element of our present generation
demands that history be converted to suit its tastes.
Towards this end, two heroic American figures
from the 19th and 20th centuries that were deemed worthy
of our respect for their public achievements are now
being discredited for personal views that were common
then in our society, but have since been re-evaluated.
Woodrow Wilson, our twenty-eighth president, was a
heroic world leader during our participation in WW I
and the peace negotiations that followed it. Prior to his
two terms in the White House he had served as governor
of NJ and as president of Princeton University where he
had received his college education, and where both a
building and an institute for the study of international
relations bear his name. Some of today’s students at
Princeton view this as MC “red meat”, highly offensive
and the mark of an unjust society which must be expunged
lest our generation’s purity and purpose be challenged.
Similarly, at Yale, one of its residential colleges
was named, when it was built in the 1930s, after John
C. Calhoun, a noted Senator from SC who served as
our country’s vice-president from 1825-1833 under

And without history, what would
we have ? What would we be ?
We cannot erase history; it is what it is. We can
move on and try, with the new tools at our disposal, to
conduct ourselves differently and to do better, for
ourselves, our government and our country. These are
full-time goals that leave little reason for chopping
up our history into pieces and discarding those that no
longer fit our present mood or purpose. That’s a dead
end, as eventually so much history would be repudiated
that little would be left — only remnants of what we
were and, therefore, are. And without history, what
would we have ? What would we be ? What would serve
as our compass for charting our future ?
The MC/PC vice that has been applied to our
current thinking has done our society, and especially
its younger members, a great disservice. It holds their
thoughts and attitude in a tight grip which does not
permit exploration beyond the confines of its pressure.
Protest, for either right or wrong reasons, is offered as
a substitute for the intellectual/social exploration that
colleges and universities have viewed as part of their
compact to educate. It is a cheap imitation, especially
when it is motivated by offense rather than principle.
Unfortunately, our education system now has a variety
of serious problems to confront; surely this is one
of them. It is another in our growing list of cultural
contradictions that calls for our attention.

ADDICTION AS CULTURE
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However we choose to define “addiction”, most
will agree that it is a form of behavior that maintains or
escalates its hold upon us, usually with self-defeating
consequences. In this chapter we have explored several
forms of addiction that currently plague our country
— obesity, drugs, msm entertainment, militarism in
law enforcement, corruption of governmental intent
and practice, racism, superpower hubris and, perhaps
the most sinister of all, the stealthy and antithetical

application of MC/PC to our lives and culture.
There are others — some now just forming that
we will allow to grow and control us, as addictions do.
As citizens and inheritors of our democratic republic,
the question we must ask is “Have we no defense?”, and
the answer, as with all addiction, is “in the end, only
ourselves”.
Some addictions and their results are easy to
see; others that hide among our mistaken views of our
history, democracy and selves are more difficult to
identify, but they are present in force and, if our nation
is to reclaim its traditional values, they will have to be
confronted.
The current state of our two major political
parties disqualifies them for the kind of leadership that
is required and should rightfully be theirs to exercise.
This leaves only the American people to come to their own
and their government’s rescue. This is no small task !
Rather, it is a mammoth undertaking that will require us
to take notice, to shake off the addictions that control
our behavior, our education and our politics and to
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really think about who we are now and what we want
America to become as it passes through this century.
This is hard work! And time is short, very short!
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